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1. BUSINESS CASE: 
 

Some clients operate in a multiple warehouse environment; where some of the warehouses 

replenish their products based on their sales as well as sales from other warehouses.  These 

warehouses essentially function as a Distribution Centres (DC).  Once goods are received, 

the DC transfers products to the Satellite Warehouses (SW); these warehouses are typically 

smaller or in some cases don’t warrant enough sales volume to purchase directly from a 

vendor.  However, there are situations where the SW warehouses also purchase products 

directly from suppliers; and in some cases these direct purchases can comprise the majority 

of the incoming product movement. 

 

 

2. OVERVIEW: 
 

A sub-module to purchasing has been created to support a multi-warehouse environment as 

described above.  The sub-module can only be activated by authorized TECSYS staff.  Refer 

to the original specification document for detailed information on the implementation of the 

solution, as well as a complete list of conditions, assumptions and limitations. 

 

 

3. SET-UP AND USAGE: 
 

Once the sub-module has been activated some screens will change to include new fields as 

required by the modification.  No changes to processing or calculation will occur until 

distribution centres and their satellite warehouses are defined and the relationships 

established. 
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3.1 Warehouse Maintenance 

 

Within the warehouse maintenance program, define which warehouses will act as a DC and 

which warehouses will be considered as SW.  The initial lookup will show a checkbox in a 

new column when the warehouse has been identified as a DC.  A new button has been 

added, applicable to all non-DC warehouses to allow the operator to define the relationships 

between SW and DC.  The button label will be BOLD when relationships have been entered 

for the SW on which the user is parked. See figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 

 
 

 

New column labeled 
‘Dist Centre’ 

DC Table button 

launches the 

maintenance routine 

of the DC/SW 

relationships. This 

button will only be 

enabled if the 

warehouse is not a 
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There is a new check box in the warehouse master details screen that is checked when a 

warehouse will act as a DC.  As per the specification, a DC cannot have VMI locations and 

cannot be set as a consignment warehouse.  Additionally, also a SW cannot be set as a DC.  

When the DC box is checked, the ‘Exclude from Transfers in Planned Purchasing’ box is 

disabled. See figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 
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as a DC, check this 
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Under the DC table maintenance the user enters the DC relationships for the SW on which 

they are parked.  For any SW, you can specify a DC for the entire SW, for certain product 

lines, and/or individual products.  By checking the ‘exclude’ box on a line, you can better 

control the product ranges to be affected by DC processing. 

 

For example, you can enter a line with just the DC specified which would include all 

products in that warehouse.  Another line can then be entered with the same DC and a 

product line to exclude.  Individual products in that product line could then be entered with 

the exclude box NOT checked as exceptions. 

 

Any SW can have multiple DC relationships.  It is up to the user to ensure that the 

combination of inclusions and exclusions do not create an unusable relationship.  Ability to 

modify this information will be tied to the same rights as are applied to warehouse 

maintenance. See figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 

 
 

 

The detailed warehouse print routine has been modified to add the DC flag directly below 

the ‘customer protected stock’ field, aligned and in the same format (check box). 
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3.2 Product / Warehouse Maintenance 

 

When a warehouse is defined as a SW, a check box will appear in the product / warehouse 

maintenance screen.  This will allow the product (in that warehouse) to be excluded from 

any DC processing.  This flag overrides any previously established relationships. 

 

Note: The visibility of this field is not dependent on a SW to DC relationship being 

established for the product. See figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 

 
 

 

 

The new check box displays here 
when the warehouse is a SW. 
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When the warehouse viewed is a DC, a file folder button appears that provides some 

background information as to the SW locations that have relationships established.  See 

figures 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 5 

 
 

Figure 6 

 

Button appears when the 
warehouse is a DC. 

The purpose of the 

screen is to just show 

some additional 

information about the 

product in the 

satellite warehouses 

applicable to the DC.  

Since the NET 

MOVEMENT will be 

used to affect 

calculations of the DC 

figures this screen is 
for reference only. 
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3.3 Movement 

 

When displaying the product movement screen for a product within the DC warehouse, a 

button appears to allow for toggling between viewing movements for the DC and all SW or 

just the DC alone.  Both Quantity Sold and Material Used figures are affected this button.   

 

By default, the view is for the combined movement.  The heading of the screen changes 

appropriately when the toggle button is pressed. See figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 

 
 

 

Note: The movement figures that are shown by the “Change View” button in PPP are not 

toggled; they will be for the DC Only. 

 

New button for DC warehouses to 

toggle between viewing movements of 
the DC only and totals of DC and SW. 
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When the user presses F5 on a product movement, the drill-down screen now includes the 

warehouse, order, revision and line. See figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 

 
 

 

3.4 EOQ /ROP Calculation 

 

These changes apply to products in a DC that are EOQ / ROP controlled and for which there 

is a relationship defined for at least one SW.  The calculated values for EOQ / ROP for a 

product within the DC will incorporate the net movement figures of each of the product’s SW 

locations in accordance with the details of the specification.  Net movement is defined as the 

outgoing movement (quantity sold and raw materials used) less any direct-from-supplier 

receipts in any given period.  If the net movement is less than zero in any given period the 

net movement will be considered as zero for that period.  Since the DC processing changes 

are built around the net movement in the SW, it does not matter if the SW product is 

controlled by EOQ / ROP or Min / Max. 
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Note: when executing the above program for a DC ONLY, the program will NOT 

automatically perform any re-calculations in the associated SW locations.  This is because 

each SW is allowed its own criteria for ROP/EOQ calculation.  For example, if DC001 has 

locations SW001, SW002 and SW003 defined and the user chooses to perform the 

calculations for DC001 only, the system will NOT automatically perform individual 

calculations for any of the SW locations. 

 

 

3.5 Planned Purchasing 

 

The bulk of the processing changes take place in the calculation of the EOQ / ROP figures for 

the DC. By looking at the defined relationships and incorporating the net movement, this 

allows most of PPP to continue to function in the current fashion.  When performing planned 

purchasing for a DC where the product is EOQ / ROP controlled, the figures driving planned 

purchasing consider the satellite movement so as to ensure that planned purchasing 

suggests enough stock to satisfy the potential needs of the SW when planned purchasing is 

ultimately performed for the SW. 

 

When performing planned purchasing for a SW where the product has a relationship to a 

DC, the system will highlight the DC warehouse (in red) in the transfers screen and 

automatically check the ‘tag’ box for the DC.  If a product has multiple DC relationships, all 

the DC warehouses are highlighted but no automatic checking takes place. See figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 

 
 

The warehouse code is highlighted in RED because it is a DC.  The ‘Tag’ box is automatically 

checked.  The quantities have not been populated.  In this figure, the user’s default 

warehouse is SBS01, but that is not a satellite to warehouse 400. The quantities are entered 

by pressing F5 on the ‘Qty Transfer to Other WHS’ field. 
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Note: PPP does not automatically fill in the transfer quantities; it just points the operator in 

the direction of where they should be obtaining the goods from.  This is to allow the 

operator complete control over the transfer or direct-from-supplier purchase of the product. 

 

If the PPP warehouse is the user’s default warehouse, they can enter the transfer quantity in 

that column. Otherwise they will press F5 on the ‘Other’ column and enter the quantity to 

transfer in the sub-screen. See figure 10.   

 

Figure 10 

 
 

When F5 is pressed, we see the required quantities for each satellite. The user now fills in 

the quantity to transfer.  Once the validation is complete and transfers are created the 

normal transfer / receipt process takes place. 
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